CONGRATULATIONS
2018 HCCF SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

BLUE RIVER
Austin Bronnenberg
Samuel Hollingsworth
Kendall Klein
Trey Klein
Mindy Polston

KNIGHTSTOWN
Kaleb Buchanan
John Cleek
Brooklyn Harding
Brady Harrison
Zoey Hunsinger
Grace Muncy
Tucker Personett
Jarred Porter
Garrett Thomas
Lori Thomas
Michael Weiland
Peyton Willoughby
Zoey Hunsinger

NEW CASTLE
Tanner Alfrey
Samantha Alspaugh
Janson Anderson
Macy Boyd
Macy Broyles
Alexis Combs
Sydney Cox
Emily Coy
Kaylea DeWitt
Matthew Dickerson
Delaney Dye
Madison Eastridge
Priscilla Espiritu
Hannah Gammello
Clair Goodwin
Haylie Graham
Benjamin Grieser
Grant Guffey
Shelby Guffey
Merissa Hanning
Sydney Hedges
Trajan Hines
Katelin Holaday
Mackayla Huckeby
Bryce Huntley
Tyler Jarrett
Cecily Jester
Xavier Johnson
Elizabeth LaMar
Francesca Lao
Anthony Mantor
Hunter McCubbins
Samantha Mead
Olivia Neal
Mariah Nicholson
Trevor Ragle
Charisma Reed
Jakob Shull
Olivia Silvers
Gabriela Sorrell
Benjamin Smith
Kiera Stohry
William Thurlow
Jack Turner
Trevor Turner
Kenaniah Williamson
Thomas Witham
SHENANDOAH
Kaitlyn Acra  Samantha DeLey
Coulter Alm  Chase Kinsey
Brandon Barnes  Cameron Matthews
Olivia Carpenter  Joshua Matthews
Conner Cole  Dailynn Shelton
Katelyn Cooper  Brianna Tapscott
Mackenzie Decker

TRI
Aerial Augenstein  Jocelyn Paull
Seth Butler  Madison Penkal
Keayra Hamby  Gary Roberts
Joy Herbkersman  Mason Rottinghaus
Emma Lukasha  Lucy Stroud
Ryan Mogg  Kayanna Turner
Andrew Mondrush  Nicholas Wilson

NON-COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS
Mallory Bowman
Georgia Coffman
Vanessa Field
Caitlyn Little

COLLEGE
Stephanie Baker  Meghan Dubingen
Kaela Banet  Bronson Dye
Peighton Barber  Tabitha Espiritu
Zachary Barkdull  Hank Evans
Philip Beebe  Emily Ferrell
Dakota Bell  Elizabeth Field
Mason Bowers  Rhiannon Finley
Kyle Bumalough  Sarah Fisher
Morgan Burns  Isaac Ford
Macy Burton-Thomas  Jenna Ford
Madison Byers  Madison Garreth
Candace Chandler  Andrew Garrett
Makenzie Chesher  Madison Glaser
Javon Coatie  Makayla Green
Rachel Coers  Chelsea Goble
Baze Conway  Nathan Hacker
Presley Cornelius  Abraham Haler
Bailey Crisp  Brady Hall
Madison Cross  Brooke Hall
Madison Cunningham  Kathleen Hamilton
Zoe Curtis  Megan Harris
Alexis Darling  Hannah Hawrot
Landen Davis  Derek Heim
Dale Dawson  Shannon Hiday
Jesse Denhart  Katie Hill
Sydney Denhart  Kelsey Hines
Courtney Denney  Aimee Hoodlebrink
Megan DeWeese  Geoffrey Hoodlebrink
Delaney Dick  Tyler Hoodlebrink
Lacee Dolehanty  Rachel Imel
Rayann Jeffries
Garrett Jessup
Hope Johnson
Jacob Jones
Ryan Jones
Anthony Kinnett
Ciara Kline
George Logan
Alejandra May
Olivia Malott
Morgan Masters
Gwen Mathis
Tori Matthews
Hayden McIlwain
Addison McKown
Allyson Meek
Jaclyn Mixell
Jessica Mixell
Chandler Modesitt
Chance Morgan
Adrianna Moore
Emily Murphy
Joffrey Niessen
Oriana Ogle
Sklyee O’Neal
Chelsey Orr
Hayley Painter
Lindsey Peavie
Mackenzie Peggs
Gabriella Perdew
Kira Peter
Jayda Perisho-Vickery
Travis Peterson
Brayton Pew
Katherine Pfaff
Hannah Poor
Ethan Roberts
Abigail Roeder
Hunter Rose
Lauren Seib
Mallery Sharp
Matthew Sharp
Jessica Singh
Mariah Sitler
Jessica Sloan
Anna Smith
Trevor Snavely
Jessica Spong
Derrick Sutherland
Lukas Swim
Hannah Thomas
Kerrigan Thompson
Alexis Tober
Jenna Todd
Claire Trennepohl
Alex Turner
Julie Vaughn
Shelbie Walker
Christopher Wantz
Alexander Wardlow
Jarrett Weidner
Rachel Weiland
Mary Welch
Cody Werking
Kelsey West
Jacob Wicker
Allicia Wilfong
Trevor Williams
Kenzi Williamson
Tyler Willis
Abigail Winters
Nicholas Wissler
Robert Witham
Katelin Wittkamper

*College Scholarships include those newly awarded in 2018 and renewed awards.

350 SCHOLARSHIPS
$395,708 AWARDED
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